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Abstract
Over the past few years, traffic collisions have been one of the serious
issues all over the world. Global status report on road safety, reveals
an increasing number of fatalities due to traffic accidents, especially on
urban roads. The present research work is conducted on five years of
accident data in an urban environment to explore and analyze spatial
and temporal variation in the incidence of road traffic accidents and
casualties.
The current study proposes a spatio-temporal model that can make
predictions regarding the number of road casualties likely on any given
road segments and can generate a risk map of the entire road network.
Bayesian methodology using Integrated Nested Laplace Approxima-
tion (INLA) with Stochastic Partial Differential Equations (SPDE)
has been applied in the modeling process. The novelty of the proposed
model is to introduce "SPDE network triangulation" precisely on lin-
ear networks to estimate the spatial autocorrelation of discrete events.
The result risk maps can provide geospatial baseline to identify safe
routes between source and destination points. The maps can also
have implications for accident prevention and multi-disciplinary road
safety measures through an enhanced understanding of the accident
patterns and factors. Reproducibility self-assessment : 3, 1, 1, 3,
2 (input data, preprocessing, methods, computational environment,
results).
Keywords: network triangulation, spatio-temporal modeling, traffic
risk mapping
X
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Road traffic crashes is one of the serious issues around the globe. According to
the global status report on road safety (2018) by the World Health Organisation,
approximately 1.35 million people die each year as a result of traffic collisions
(WHO, 2019). Rate of occurrence and severity of traffic crashes are the prin-
cipal indicators of urban road safety measures (WHO, 2019). Literature suggests
factors like road infrastructure, types of roads such as highways, double or, single
carriage tracks play a vital role in road safety measure (Demasi et al., 2018). Un-
controlled vehicle speed, street junctions without traffic signals (Briz-Redón et
al., 2019) incur accident risk. Temporal factors like, time of the day or, week-end
nights also act as decisive factors in the count and impact of accidents (Farmer,
2005; Liu & Sharma, 2017). Identifying significant components has been a central
focus of research in the domain of road safety.
Available map applications offered by larger corporations, such as Google
Maps or, collaborative geospatial projects like OpenStreetMap (OSM) can provide
information about the fastest (shortest) route from source to a destination point
as depicted in Figure 1.1. The existing applications will suggest the shortest route
without considering probable risk factors. Multi-disciplinary predictor aspects are
not implemented in most of these applications.
Relevant spatio-temporal factors (Prasannakumar et al., 2011) play a signi-
ficant role in identifying safe roads. According to (Williamson & Feyer, 1995),
a particular road can be safe during mid-day, but the same road might not be
safe during office hours. Traffic factors like street light, type of roads, speed
limits act as significant factors in determining safe routes (Cantillo et al., 2016;
Mohanty & Gupta, 2015). Thus, a multi-disciplinary approach is essential to
explore spatio-temporal effects in road collisions. Identifying significant compon-
ents (Deublein et al., 2013; Salifu, 2004) and spatio-temporal modeling of traffic
accidents (Khulbe & Sourav, 2019; Zhong-xiang et al., 2014) have been an increas-
ing trend in the domain of road safety management. But introducing Bayesian
methodology on road networks using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation
(INLA) with Stochastic Partial Differential Equations (SPDE) in the domain of
spatio-temporal predictive modeling is under explored in literature.
The current study is conducted on five years data of road traffic accidents
from the city of London, UK. Spatial point process modeling on road networks
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Figure 1.1: Google map application depicting the shortest route and potential
alternatives between source-destination pair (GoogleMaps, 2019)
has been implemented using Bayesian methodology with INLA-SPDE. The model
acts as a comprehensive scoring system that can predict risk index of individual
road segment and can generate a categorized risk map of the entire road network.
The methodology can be adapted and implemented to other locations of the UK
and globally.
1.2 Related Work
Traffic accident fatalities have been on an increasing trend for the past few dec-
ades. According to the global status report on road safety (2018), road traffic
injuries rank 9th among the leading causes of death globally (WHO, 2019). The
impact of traffic collision fatalities is a social and public health challenge (An-
derson, 2009). Therefore, to control the occurrence of traffic accidents and the
impact of it on road traffic, it is essential to explore and analyze the factors
that influence the occurrence of traffic accidents and to propose and implement
corresponding accident analyzing models. Initial research works on road safety
performance indicators (SPIs) (Gitelman et al., 2014) depict safe operational
conditions of the road traffic system. Research works by (Ashraf et al., 2019;
Azuike, 2018; Mohanty & Gupta, 2015) made notable contributions in identify-
ing significant factors influencing traffic collisions. (Bhawkar, 2018) in his research
work explored and analyzed the leading factors causing road accidents in the UK.
(Shahid et al., 2015) mentioned that the causes of traffic collisions can be broadly
classified into spatial and temporal components. Series of studies (Aghajani et al.,
2017; Farmer, 2005; Jegede, 1988; Shafabakhsh et al., 2017) analyze historic data
to identify risk factors and assess likelihoods of crash related events to categorize
spatio-temporal factors affecting traffic accidents. These factors are considered
as significant explanatory variables in statistical analysis and prediction model-
ing. Several statistical techniques, starting from traditional models like Poisson
model’s variations (Castro et al., 2012; Lord & Persaud, 2000; Miaou, 1993; Oh et
al., 2006) or a negative binomial error structure (Pulugurtha & Sambhara, 2011)
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to the logistic (Karacasu et al., 2013) and linear regressions (Abdel-Salam et al.,
2008) have been applied to analyze spatial variability of traffic accidents. In this
regard, (Sawalha & Sayed, 2003) highlights on statistical issues while modeling
traffic accidents using Poisson and negative binomial regression. Similarly, (W.
Wang et al., 2019) in their work on factors influencing traffic accident frequen-
cies on urban roads mentioned that traditional traffic accident models assume
accidents occurring at different locations are not related. In many cases, spatial
autocorrelation of the traffic accidents has been ignored. But literature shows
that, spatial methods are capable of incorporating geographical correlation in the
model fitting process and in most of the cases spatial methods outperform the
non-spatial models (Guo et al., 2018; Xu & Huang, 2015). Spatial heterogeneity
in traffic accident modeling was implemented by using Geographically weighted
regression (GWR). “All accidents are not equal ” was established by (Zheng et al.,
2011) using GWR to assess and forecast accident impacts. (Pirdavani et al., 2014)
used GWR for spatial Analysis of fatal and injury crashes in Flanders, Belgium.
Similarly, (Hezaveh et al., 2019) used GWR to estimate the cost of traffic crashes
at a zonal level. To date publications regarding modeling of road traffic accidents
using descriptive analysis, linear regression and geographically weighted regression
(GWR) are summarized in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2
Table 1.1: Publications on modeling using descriptive analysis, linear regression
and GWR
Year Reference Model type Case study
2005 (Farmer, 2005) Descriptive Analysis US
2011 (Zheng et al., 2011) GWR Virginia, US
2012 (Castro et al., 2012) Poisson model’s
variations
Texas, US
2013 (Karacasu et al.,
2013)
Logistic regression
and discriminant
analysis
Turkey
2014 (Pirdavani et al.,
2014)
GWR Belgium
2015 (Ashraf et al., 2019) Descriptive analysis,
multivariate
regression
South Korea
2015 (Shahid et al.,
2015)
Non-parametric
Mann–Kendall trend
test
Malaysia
2015 (Xu & Huang,
2015)
GWR Florida, US
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Table 1.2: Publications on Modeling using descriptive analysis, linear regression
and GWR (continued)
Year Reference Model type Case study
2017 (Aghajani et al.,
2017)
GIS-based
Spatio-temporal
analysis
Iran
2017 (Shafabakhsh et al.,
2017)
GIS-based spatial
analysis
Iran
2018 (Bhawkar, 2018) Descriptive analysis UK
2018 (Azuike, 2018) Descriptive cross
sectional analysis
Nigeria
2019 (W. Wang et al.,
2019)
Spatio-temporal
correlation
China
2019 (Lovelace et al.,
2019)
GIS-based
Spatio-temporal
analysis
UK
Successive research works by (Juan et al., 2012; Karaganis & Mimis, 2006;
Khulbe & Sourav, 2019; Loo et al., 2011) suggest that spatial point process
modeling is one of the most appealing analytical tools to analyze the spatial
and spatio-temporal distribution of traffic collisions. (Karaganis & Mimis, 2006)
used spatial point process method to evaluate the probability of traffic accident
occurrence on the national roads of Greece. Recently, a number of models on road
safety have been proposed following Bayesian methodology. Cantilo et al. (2016)
used a combined GIS-Empirical Bayesian approach in modeling traffic accidents
in the urban roads of Columbia (Cantillo et al., 2016). A similar research work on
urban road network of Florida by (Zeng & Huang, 2014) explored Bayesian spatial
joint modeling of traffic crashes. A space–time multivariate Bayesian model was
designed by (Boulieri et al., 2016) to analyze road traffic accidents by severity in
different cities of UK. Traditionally, Bayesian approach with Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods are used to fit generalized linear mixed model
(GLMM) (Wikle et al., 1998). (Song et al., 2006) depicted Bayesian multivariate
spatial models using MCMC for mapping traffic crashes in Texas. Prior research
suggests that with higher number of geo-locations the performance of MCMC
models drop significantly (Rue et al., 2009). To balance speed and accuracy the
possibility of studying spatial point processes by using integrated nested Laplace
approximation (INLA) was suggested in literature (Bakka et al., 2018). Recently
(Galgamuwa et al., 2019) used Bayesian spatial modeling with INLA in predicting
road traffic accidents based on unmeasured information at road segment levels.
The above outlined studies focus on spatio-temporal modeling of traffic acci-
dents based on diverse statistical methods. To date, the proposed models of road
traffic accidents are summarized in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 and described below.
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Table 1.3: Publications on spatial point process modeling and INLA
Year Reference Model type Case study
2006 (Karaganis &
Mimis, 2006)
Inhomogeneous
Poisson distribution
using SUR method
Greece
2006 (Song et al., 2006) Spatial multivariate
Bayesian model
Texas, US
2007 (Rue & Martino,
2007)
INLA -
2011 (Loo et al., 2011) GIS-based
network-constrained
kernel density model
Sanghai, China
2012 (Juan et al., 2012) Spatio-temporal
point pattern
analysis
Catalonia,
Spain
2014 (Zeng & Huang,
2014)
Bayesian spatial joint
model
Florida, US
2015 (Manley, 2015) MCMC UK
2016 (Cantillo et al.,
2016)
GIS-Empirical
Bayesian model
Colombia
2016 (Boulieri et al.,
2016)
Spatio-temporal
multivariate Bayesian
model
UK
2017 (Rue et al., 2017) INLA -
2017 (Huang et al., 2017) INLA-SPDE in
environmental
mapping
-
2018 (Bakka et al., 2018) INLA-SPDE -
Considering traffic accident events as discrete spatial points, spatial point
process models can have higher predictive precision. But previous studies have
emphasized little on implementing Bayesian methodology with INLA-SPDE in
traffic accident modeling. Application of INLA-SPDE in spatial point process
modeling in environmental mapping (Huang et al., 2017) and modeling environ-
mental hazards like forest fire (Verdoy, 2019) are noteworthy. Another very recent
trend in this domain is the spatial and spatio-temporal point pattern analysis on
linear networks (Moradi, 2018).
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Table 1.4: Publications on spatial point process modeling and INLA (continued)
Year Reference Model type Case study
2018 (Moradi, 2018) Spatio-temporal
point pattern on
linear networks
Australia,
China,
Colombia,
Spain, UK and
US
2019 (Verdoy, 2019) INLA-SPDE in
environmental
hazards
Valencia, Spain
2019 (Galgamuwa et al.,
2019)
INLA on road
segment
Kansas, US
2019 (Moradi & Mateu,
2019)
Spatio-temporal
point processes on
linear networks
Colombia, UK,
US
The present study suggests a spatio-temporal risk modeling of traffic accidents
where Bayesian methodology has been implemented using INLA with SPDE. But
the novel approach in this research work is the use of INLA-SPDE precisely on
linear networks for spatial point process modeling of traffic accidents.
1.3 Aim and Objectives
The principal aim of the research work is to explore and analyze the spatial and
temporal variation in the incidence of road traffic accidents and casualties. The
current study seeks to propose the novel concept of multi-disciplinary road-safety
analysis by introducing spatio-temporal risk modeling of traffic accidents using
Bayesian methodology with INLA-SPDE precisely on road networks.
The objectives of the current study are:
• To assess the spatial and temporal road-safety components.
• To implement SPDE modeling of spatial point processes with INLA.
• To find predictions regarding the number of road casualties likely at any
given road segment.
• To generate predicted traffic risk map on urban road networks.
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Chapter 2
Tools and Applications
2.1 Tools
R programming language (version R 3.6.1) for statistical computing and graphical
analysis and QGIS (version QGIS-3.8) geographic information system application
have been extensively used throughout the current research analysis. RStudio
(version RStudio 1.2.1335) integrated development environment has been used to
implement R. Both QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2009) and RStudio (RStu-
dio Team, 2015) are open source and cross-platform desktop applications that
is the advantage of selecting them as the principal processing tools in the study.
Moreover, the online support for both R and QGIS from various open forums and
communities are strong and reliable.
All the simulations during the current study were conducted on a quad-core
Intel i7-4790 (3.60 GHz) processor with 16 GB (DDR3-1333/1600) RAM.
2.2 R Packages
The list of R packages used in the present research work is mentioned in Table
2.1, Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. For each package a brief description of its purpose
along with the reference is reported.
Table 2.1: R packages for OSM network and data access
Package Purpose Reference
osmdata Access and import OSM
data as sf or sp objects
(Padgham et al., 2017)
stats19 Access UK official road
traffic accident database
(accidents, vehicles and
casualties)
(Lovelace et al., 2019)
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Table 2.2: R packages for data manipulation and representation
Package Purpose Reference
maptools Manipulating spatial data (R. Bivand & Lewin-Koh,
2019)
mapview Interactive visualisations
of spatial data in a map
platform
(Appelhans, 2015)
rgdal Bindings for geospatial
data abstraction library
(R. Bivand et al., 2019)
sf Support for simple
features and standardize
control to encode spatial
vector data
(Pebesma, 2018)
sp Classes and methods for
spatial data
(R. S. Bivand et al., 2013)
statfunc Clean redundant data and
analyze basic metrics of
the data set
(Chaudhuri, 2020)
unpublished working
package
stplanr Provides spatial transport
planning tools
(Robin Lovelace &
Richard Ellison, 2018)
tidyverse Collection of R packages
like dplyr, tidyr, ggplot2
for data exploration
(Wickham et al., 2019)
Table 2.3: R packages for data analysis and modeling
Package Purpose Reference
GWmodel Geographically weighted
(GW) model design
(Gollini et al., 2015)
INLA Bayesian analysis using
integrated nested Laplace
approximation
(Rue et al., 2017)
spatstat Spatial point pattern
analysis
(Baddeley & Turner,
2005)
spgwr compute geographically
weighted regression
(GWR)
(R. Bivand, 2017)
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Chapter 3
Data and Experimental Design
This chapter illustrates an overview of the complete methodology followed in
the current research work and provides detailed description of the data source
along with data retrieval and preprocessing. It is structured as follows. The first
section describes the complete workflow of the current study. Information about
the study area and data source is reported in section two. The third section
illustrates data preprocessing phases.
3.1 Design Overview
The complete workflow is depicted in Figure 3.1. Temporal and non-temporal
(physical) variables along with Open Street Map (OSM) spatial data has been
used as input to design the model. The final output is a traffic risk map for the
entire road network of the study region.
Figure 3.1: Complete workflow diagram
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The workflow has been divided into two broad phases namely:
• Data exploration and regression analysis
• Spatio-temporal modeling
Data exploration and regression analysis phase consists of data preprocessing
and exploratory data analysis followed by regression analysis of the processed
data set. Data exploration refined the selection of explanatory variables that
will be used in model fitting process. Regression analysis is performed to further
investigate the relationship between the selected explanatory variables with the
response variable. Detail workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Workflow: Data exploration and regression analysis
Spatio-temporal modeling phase plays the vital role of model design and model
fitting to achieve the objectives of the current study. Detail workflow of the
modeling phase is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Agile methodology has been applied
while executing both the phases.
Figure 3.3: Workflow: Spatio-temporal modeling
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3.2 Study Area and Data Source
The data set used in the current study contains detailed information of traffic
accidents for thirteen years (2005-2017) that have occurred in the city of Lon-
don, United Kingdom illustrated in Figure 3.4. After initial data cleaning and
data exploration, a subset (2013-2017) of the initial data set was selected for the
modeling process.
Figure 3.4: Study region: London, UK
City of London has an area of 2.90 square km. and comprises of six Lower
Layer Super Output Area (LSOA) as depicted in Table 3.1. The study area is
an important local government district that contains the historic center and the
primary central business district (CBD) of London (‘Wards’, 2018). Figure 3.5
highlights the study area for the current research work.
Table 3.1: Study Area: Selected LSOA in city of London, UK
LSOA Code LSOA Name
E01000001 City of London 001A
E01000002 City of London 001B
E01000003 City of London 001C
E01000005 City of London 001E
E01032739 City of London 001F
E01032740 City of London 001G
LSOA boundary and road network data is accessed from Open Street Map
repository as sf or sp objects using "osmdata" (Lovelace et al., 2019) R package.
OpenStreeMap plugin of QGIS application (QGIS Development Team, 2009) is
used to facilitate download and conversion of network to shape files.
The Department for Transport, Government of UK publish road casualty
statistics twice each year. Detailed data about the circumstances of road accidents
on public roads reported to the police and consequential casualties are recorded
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Figure 3.5: Study region: Selected LSOA regions of city of London, UK
using the STATS19 accident reporting form. The complete data set since 1979
is available in the UK government open data repository (Transport for London,
2019). The data is free and available under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
for public sector information, government of UK. It is also available from a number
of online interactive geospatial portals. Figure 3.6 depicts an example of one such
web portals of UK traffic accident data.
Figure 3.6: Example of UK traffic accident interactive data portal (‘Buchanan
Computing Collision Map’, 2019)
R package "stats19" (Lovelace et al., 2019) provides UK road traffic accidents
data in simple CSV downloadable format. In the current study, this package has
been used to access and process UK official road traffic casualty database directly
in the R platform. The data set accessed contains records from January 2005 to
December 2017 for the selected LSOA regions mentioned in Table 3.1.
The reasons behind selecting the current study region are as follows. The
data portal of the UK government maintains organized primary and secondary
data published by the central government, local authorities and public bodies.
Department for Transport (Transport for London, 2019), Government of UK
provides open access to the data set. Government data is standardized and likely
to be more accurate than other sources. This is one of the main reasons for
selecting the collisions data set for the city of London, UK. Besides, previous
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road safety literature conducted in the same region supports easy availability of
reliable data. Additionally, the accident data set from "stats19" (Lovelace et al.,
2019) provides wide range of explanatory variables (both temporal and spatial)
for spatio-temporal modeling of road traffic accidents in an organized R package.
3.3 Data Preprocessing
An R package "statfunc" (Chaudhuri, 2020) is developed to perform initial data
cleaning and preprocessing on the data set. The purpose of the package is to
identify significant variables and data types, clean redundant data and analyze
basic metrics of the data set. The package can be considered as a preprocessing
tool having principal focus on identifying missing values and exploring the data
set graphically. Initial preprocessing of data resolves redundant and missing data
problems. It is ensured that the data set is consistent, free from error and con-
venient for exploratory data analysis.
3.3.1 Data Retrieval
Annual road collision data (from 2005 to 2017) can be accessed as a comma
separated value (CSV) file using the R package "stats19" (Lovelace et al., 2019).
Figure 3.7 depicts a glimpse of all the 32 variables available in the downloaded
CSV files.
Figure 3.7: Available variables in data set accessed using stats19 R package
Department for Transport, United Kingdom maintains detailed scope and
connotation of each field used in the data set. The document entitled Instructions
for the Completion of Road Accident Reports is available online as STATS 20
(Transport for London, 2019). For every reported road accidents, the above
mentioned 32 distinct variables are required to be collected by the London police
department. Before using the data, analytical user’s manual from STATS 20
was referred. It is noteworthy to mention that the traffic accident data from the
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Department for Transport, United Kingdom and R package "stats19" contain
the records of only fatal accidents. Traffic accidents having at least one causality
count have been used in the current study. Therefore, the sampled data set does
not contain information about accidents where there is no casualty.
3.3.2 Data Cleaning
The pre-processed data set required to be cleaned to ensure consistency and reli-
ability. Initially, redundant variables having meta data information and duplicate
observations are discarded. R package "statfunc" (Chaudhuri, 2020) has been
used extensively during this phase. Next, data cleaning is executed as follows:
• Identify observations having missing or, null values : Observations having
one or more empty fields are identified.
• Discard identified observations : Delete the identified complete tuple (ob-
servation) if one or, more fields values are missing in it.
3.3.3 Data Wrangling
Good variable names are crucial for better readability and ease to use in dynam-
ically typed languages. Thus, all the variables are converted to lower case and
assigned relevant and self-explanatory names.
Literature states, in a combined model which can reflect the influence of mul-
tiple factors on traffic accidents and improve prediction accuracy, the number
of death tolls for road traffic accidents play a vital role (Zhong-xiang et al.,
2014). In context to the research objectives (mentioned in Section 1.3), num-
ber_of_casualties has been considered as the response variable in the current
study. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the traffic accident data set contains the
records of only fatal accidents, thus it can be stated that the minimum value of
response variable is 1. At the same time, it was observed that the number of
casualties less than equal to 4 is comprising 98.97% of the data set. It indicates
that the frequency of accident casualties greater than 4 is very low compared to
the other range. Thus for computational ease, the field values are re-coded as
factors mentioned below.
number of casualties = 1 =⇒ 1
number of casualties = 2 =⇒ 2
number of casualties = 3 =⇒ 3
number of casualties = 4 =⇒ 4
number of casualties > 4 =⇒ 5
Other categorical variables used in the study are also re-coded as factors.
3.3.4 Adding Additional Variables
A number of derived explanatory variables are added with the original data set.
These variables will play vital role in the exploratory data analysis and in design-
ing the final spatio-temporal model.
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• From the field date, derived variables like year, month, day and week are
added as individual fields.
• Random day variable (name: rw_date, type: integer): The complete time
period from January 2005 to December 2017 is assigned a continuous day
variable using Julian Counts function (Chalabi et al., 2011). The first day
of 2005 i.e. 01.01.2005 has been assigned value 1 and so on in sequential
order. The last day of the data set i.e. 31.12.2017 has been assigned the
maximum sequential value generated as the total number of days in the
data set. This variable will be used to fit the temporal effect in the SPDE
model.
• Week-end night time-slots (name: week_end_night, type: binomial): This
variable is used as an important explanatory variable in regression and
INLA models. Standard week-end nights are generated using the following
time periods: Friday 22:00 to 23:59 Hrs., Saturday 00:00 to 6:00 Hrs. and
22:00 to 23:59 Hrs. and Sunday 00:00 to 6:00 Hrs.. If any accident occurred
during the above-mentioned time period then the field value will be assigned
1 else it will have value 0.
• Logistic regression response variable (name: logi_reg_var, type: binomial):
Logistic regression analysis requires a binary response variable. The tradi-
tional method of categorizing response variables in case of logistic regression
is dichotomous in nature (Hoffman, 2019). The response value is generally
assigned 0 when there is no occurrence and all other frequencies of occur-
rence are categorized as 1. Section 3.3.1 states that the data set contains
the records of fatal accidents only. Thus, the traditional categorization
method based on "events" or, "non-events" could not be applied in this
study. But research works on quality prediction and control using logistic
regression (Jin et al., 2007; Sampson et al., 2016) have adopted quality
measure as the response variable. If the predicted quality is lower or equal
to a threshold value then it is assigned label 0 otherwise response variable
will have value 1. In contrast to the current study, impact of traffic crashes
is one of the principal indicators of urban road safety. Number of casualties
in a traffic collision is an important measure of the impact (WHO, 2019).
Section 3.3.3 highlights the fact that 98.97% of the sampled traffic accidents
have number of casualties less than or equal to 4. This implies, accidents
having casualties more than four have considerably low occurrence com-
pared to other groups. Thus, casualty value 4 has been set as a threshold
value to convert response variable into binary form. The value of response
variable has been assigned label 0 when the number of casualties is greater
than 4. All other casualty values ranging from 1 to 4 are assigned label 1.
3.3.5 Splitting Dataset
The pre-processed data set is divided into two categories:
• Training data set (2005-2014): to develop and train the predictive model.
• Test data set (2015-2017): to assess the performance of the proposed model.
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Chapter 4
Pre-modeling Data Analysis
This chapter presents and discusses the results of exploratory data analysis. The
first section analyzes the data set to summarize main characteristics and identify
outliers with the help of relevant graphical methods. The selected explanatory
and response variables are also reported in this section. In the next section, spa-
tial and non-spatial generalised linear regression models are explored to identify
relationships between explanatory and response variables.
4.1 Data Exploration
Exploratory data analysis is the initial investigations on data to spot outliers,
to identify patterns and to test hypothesis by performing summary statistics
and graphically representing the data. Current data exploration initiated with a
glimpse of the complete data set as depicted in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Glimpse of pre-processed data set
Pre-processed data set comprises of 957 observations and 28 variables. Out
of which number_of_causalities is selected as the response variable and from the
rest 27, significant explanatory variables are identified through exploratory data
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analysis. Most of the variables in the data set are categorical variables. Thus,
performing summary statistics or, frequency distribution and scatter plot will not
be beneficial. Result of basic metrics and missing value analysis are depicted in
Figure 4.2. It confirms that, after initial data cleaning phase, no column and
observation have null or, missing values.
Figure 4.2: Summary of basic metrices and missing values
Graphical representation helps in identifying special effects in data set, indic-
ate outliers, detect patterns, diagnose models and generally search for novel and
perhaps unexpected phenomena (Everitt, 2006). According to (Chambers et al.,
1983) “there is no statistical tool that is as powerful as a well-chosen graph.” Fig-
ure 4.3 depicts the total annual accident count and mean monthly accident count
during the study period (2005 to 2014). It is observed that, the total number of
accidents from 2005 to 2012 are comparatively low. But there is a sharp increase
in the number from 2012 to 2013 and 2014.
Figure 4.3: Total annual and mean monthly accident counts (2005-2014)
Figure 4.4 illustrates distribution of daily and hourly accident count. It can
be noted that Sunday (marked as 1 in Figure 4.4 has the minimum occurrence of
accidents compared to other week-days. On the other hand, there is a trend of
relatively high accident count during the office hours (7:00-9:00 Hrs. and 17:00-
18:00 Hrs.).
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Figure 4.4: Daily and hourly accident counts (2005-2014)
To identify the distribution of traffic accidents over all the months and days
of the week, a combined graph depicting mean number of daily accidents by day
of the week and month is created as shown in Figure 4.5. It can be identified that
the months of July and November are having relatively higher accident counts
compared to other times of the year. In context to days of the week, Monday
and Thursday are found to have higher records of traffic accidents.
Figure 4.5: Mean daily accident count grouped by month and day of the week
Figure 4.6 illustrates that accident type “slight” has comparatively higher
occurrence than serious or fatal accidents over any months of the year.
Figure 4.6: Mean monthly accident count grouped by severity of accident
Literature shows there is significant difference in traffic accident counts between
week-days and week-ends (Scott et al., 2016). In the current study, traffic acci-
dents during the week-end nights (mentioned in Section 3.3.4) and during whole
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week-days are explored. With reference to Figure 4.7, week-end nights do not
seem to influence the toll of traffic accidents for the current data set.
Figure 4.7: Count of types of accidents grouped by week-end nights and whole
week-days
Adverse weather has an impact on vehicle crash rates on roads and highways.
It usually increases during precipitation (Qiu & Nixon, 2008). Figure 4.8 de-
picts that, in the current data set it seems there is no significant influence of
weather conditions in all three types of accidents. Most of the accidents have
been observed during fine weather condition.
Figure 4.8: Count of accidents grouped by accident severity and weather condi-
tions
Literature (Piku¯nas et al., 2004) states speed limit and type of road has strong
influence on the accident rate. Figure 4.9 establishes the fact that in the current
data set for the city of London, most of the accidents have occurred in single
carriage way roads. On the other hand, speed limit does not seem to influence
the rate of accidents.
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Figure 4.9: Count of accidents grouped by speed-limit and road type
Distribution of traffic accidents in study region over the Open Street Map
(OSM) road network is visualized in the next phase of data exploration. Figure
4.10 depicts the road network accessed using R package "osmdata" (Padgham et
al., 2017) from the OSM repository and visualized in an interactive environment
using R package "mapview" (Appelhans, 2015). It is noteworthy to mention that,
in the current study OSM highways of type unclassified, bus_guideway, raceway,
bridleway, path are not included in the list of OSM highway categories.
Figure 4.10: OSM road network
Figure 4.11 represents OSM road network with the spatial distribution of
traffic accidents during the study period of 2005 to 2014; visualized using QGIS
application (QGIS Development Team, 2009). Three distinct types of accident
based on severity measure (slight, mild and severe) are depicted in the map.
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From the illustrations, it can be stated that, the traffic accidents are basically
concentrated in the central city location and as expected are observed mostly on
the primary or, secondary road networks. The city outskirts and residential or,
tertiary road networks are found to have relatively low accident occurrence.
Figure 4.11: OSM road network with spatial distribution of traffic accidents
Thus, by performing exploratory data analysis, significant variables required
to develop the proposed spatio-temporal model are identified. It helps to discard
redundant explanatory variables and make sure that the results they produce are
valid, duly interpreted, and applicable to the desired objectives. In the current
study, out of twenty seven independent variables, finally eleven are identified to be
used for further analysis and model design. The identified explanatory variables
used in the modeling process are mentioned in Table 4.1. It is noteworthy to men-
tion that in case of INLA-SPDE modeling temporal effect has been implemented
using rw_date explanatory variable as discussed in Section 3.3.4.
Table 4.1: Selected explanatory variables
Physical variables Temporal variables
Road type Time slot
Road surface Week-end night
Junction location Day of week
Junction detail Month
Speed limit
Light condition
Weather
In case of logistic regression analysis, binary variable logi_reg_var (mentioned
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in Section 3.3.4) has been used as the response variable. On the other hand,
variable number_of_casualties in the original discrete form has been used as
response variable in Poisson regression and GWR analysis. But the same variable
number_of_casualties has been converted into categorical form (mentioned in
Table 4.3) to be implemented as the predicted variable in INLA-SPDE modeling
processes. Response variables along with their respective category labels used in
different statistical methods of the current study are reported in Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3.
Table 4.2: Response variables used in statistical models
Model type Variable name Variable type
Poisson regression number_of_casualties discrete
Logistic regression logi_reg_var binary
GWR number_of_casualties discrete
INLA-SPDE number_of_casualties categorical
Table 4.3: Response variable values
Response Variable Response Variable
number_of_casualties (categorical) logi_reg_var
Factor levels Factor labels
Casualty = 1 1
Casualty = 2 2
Casualty = 3 3
Casualty = 4 4
Casualty >4 5
Variable value Binary value
Casualty > 4 0
Casualty ≤ 4 1
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4.2 Regression Analysis: Generalized Linear Model
(GLM)
Data exploration refined the selection of explanatory variables that will be used
in model fitting process. In the next phase, regression analysis is performed to
further investigate the relationship between the selected explanatory variables
with the response variable.
Regression analysis is conducted in two different approaches as depicted in
Figure 4.12. The first process is multiple linear regression method without hav-
ing any spatial influence. This method is executed using two Generalized Linear
Model (GLM) regression techniques namely, Poisson and logistic regression meth-
ods. The second process is spatial regression method by implementing spatially
varying fields. In this case, Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) method
is performed which extends the traditional regression framework by incorporating
the estimation of local rather than global variables.
Figure 4.12: Implemented Generalized Linear Model (GLM)
4.2.1 Linear Regression without Spatial Effect
Ordinary linear regression predicts the expected response variable as a linear
combination of one or more predictors. This is applicable when the response
variable has a normal distribution. On the other hand, a generalized linear model
is made up of a linear predictor and allow the magnitude of the variance of
each measurement to be a function of its predicted value (Poul Thyregod, 2010).
Mathematically it is represented as:
yi = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + ...+ βpxpi + εi (4.1)
where the response variable yi, i = (1, ..., n) is modeled by a linear function
of explanatory variables xj, j = (1, ..., p) plus an error term ε.
Results obtained from Section 4.1 indicate that in the current data set the
response variable number_of_casualties and logi_reg_var are not normally dis-
tributed. Thus, in this case generalized linear model is implemented which allows
arbitrary distributions of response variable as well as an arbitrary function of the
response variable.
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Poisson Regression:
“A Poisson Regression model is a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) that is used
to model count data and contingency tables. The output (count) is a value that
follows the Poisson distribution” (Zamani & Ismail, 2013). A link function is used
to transform non-linear relationship to linear form. In case of Poisson regression,
it is log function. Mathematically Poisson Regression model can be represented
as:
log(y) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βpxp (4.2)
where, response variable y and xi are the response and explanatory variables
respectively. β are numeric coefficients.
Logistic Regression:
Logistic regression is the statistical modeling process of a binomial response vari-
able with one or more explanatory variables. It measures the relationship by
estimating probabilities using a logistic function (Hoffman, 2019). Mathematic-
ally represented as:
log(
p
1− p) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βpxp (4.3)
where, p represents the probability of the response variable. xi and β are the
explanatory variables and numeric coefficients respectively.
In case of Poisson regression, discrete variable number_of_casualties and in case
of logistic regression, binomial variable logi_reg_var has been considered as the
response variable (mentioned in Table 4.2). In both cases, explanatory variables
are the selected eleven variables reported in Table 4.1. The R code for generalized
linear models for Poisson (Bruin, 2011) and logistic regression (Zhang, 2016) are
adopted from previous studies and modified for the current analysis. Residual
plot for Poisson and logistic regression methods are depicted in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13: Residual vs. fitted plot for a) Poisson and b) logistic regression
The residual diagnostics in Figure 4.13 represents the residual values in both
models are close to zero. Table 4.4 depicts the results of Poisson and logistic
regression analysis.
Detailed analysis of deviance tables for Poisson and logistic regression models
are reported in Appendix A.1. From the result it can be stated that, not a single
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Table 4.4: Result: Poisson and logistic regression
Reg. Deviance Residual Values AIC AUC
Family Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
Poisson -1.39624 -0.00684 0.00119 0.01113 0.10463 2051.6 0.9773085
Logistic -1.177 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.177 140.77 0.9998688
*AIC: Akaike information criterion
*AUC: Area under the curve
variable can be considered as a significant fit for the regression models. At the
same time, from the residual plot in Figure 4.13 it is not possible to identify in
a geographical pattern where the model over or under-predicts. Thus, to explore
spatial heterogeneity the next sub-section is focused on local (non-stationary)
statistical models having spatially varying relationships between response and
explanatory variables.
4.2.2 Linear Regression with Spatial Effect
In case of linear regression analysis, influence of the indicators remain constant
over the response variable throughout time and space. But the weight of an ob-
servation might not be constant in the calibration, in fact it varies with distance.
As a result, observations closer to a point of event can have a stronger influence
on the prediction.
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
The basic concept behind GWR is to analyze how the relationship between a
response variable and one or more explanatory variables might vary geographic-
ally (Nakaya et al., 2005). GWR is a modified extension of classical regression
modeling (Brunsdon et al., 1998). It follows the same framework of multivariate
linear regression as mentioned in Equation 4.1. But GWR adds the relationships
between the response and explanatory variables to vary by locality. In fact, GWR
constructs a separate linear regression equation for individual location within the
bandwidth of each target location. The fundamental mathematical framework of
GWR for continuous response variables can be represented as:
yi(u) = β0i(u) + β1i(u)x1i + β2i(u)x2i + ...+ βpi(u)xpi (4.4)
where y is the response variable and β(u) is the vector of the location-specific
parameter estimate. u(ui, vi), represents the geographic coordinates of location
i in space. xk, k = 1. . . p is a set of p explanatory variables. The parameters in
GWR are estimated by weighted least squares calculated on the basis of their
proximity to any event in location i. The weighing matrix wij is calculated
using kernel density function. A common Gaussian weighing function can be
mathematically expressed as:
wij = exp(−
d2ij
h2
) (4.5)
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where h is the bandwidth which controls the smoothness of the estimates and dij
is the distance between location i and j.
Generally two types of weighing techniques are used namely: fixed-kernel and
adaptive kernel methods. In the current study, GWR is initially tested with fixed
bandwidth using gwr.basic function from R package "GWmodel" (Gollini et al.,
2015). In case of fixed kernel method, initially, the traffic accident locations are
converted to spatial objects and plotted. Figure 4.14 represents the same. This
depicts the visual distribution of the sample data set.
Figure 4.14: Spatial distribution of sampled traffic accidents in the study area
Using the spatial data points a grid of fixed cell size has been created covering
the study region. Figure 4.15 depicts the grid covering the entire study area. In
the next stage, the grid points are used as the regression points to execute GWR
using fixed kernel method.
Figure 4.15: Spatial grid over study area
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On the other hand, in case of adaptive kernel method, the bandwidth of
the space kernel is calculated by using function bw.gwr with (adaptive=TRUE,
approach=AICc) from R package "GWmodel" (Gollini et al., 2015). The function
automatically selects optimal bandwidth that can calibrate a basic GWR model.
The calculated bandwidth value is used during GWR model fitting process using
gwr.basic function from the same R package. Explanatory variables mentioned
in Table 4.1 and original discrete values of number_of_casualties (as response
variable) are fitted in the model with Gaussian kernel function. The model can
generate results for both global regression (without considering spatial effects)
and GWR together. Table 4.5 illustrates the comparison result of the global
regression and GWR model with both fixed and adaptive kernel methods.
Table 4.5: Result: Global regression and GWR
Family AIC RSS
Global 893.2707 132.1712
GWR (fixed kernel) 1143.181 178.3772
GWR (adaptive kernel) 851.5098 131.2478
*AIC: Akaike information criterion
*RSS: Residual sum of squares
Lower AIC value in Table 4.5 suggests GWR model using adaptive kernel
method to be a better fit than ordinary global linear regression as well as GWR
using fixed kernel method. This indicates the existence of spatial heterogeneity
in the sample data set.
Coefficients of individual variables can be plotted to observe how the rela-
tionship between the response and each explanatory variable varies across space.
Figure 4.16 is an example plot of basic GW regression coefficients estimates for
one variable speed_limit used in the GWR model.
Figure 4.16: Basic GW regression coefficient estimates for speed_limit
Spatial Points Data Frame (SDF)-variables from gwr objects obtained from
GWR results are further analyzed to identify existing multi-collinearity of the
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variables. Both correlation analysis and pairs plot (for visual comparison) are
performed. For adaptive kernel method, to analyze significant (spatial) variab-
ility of the model’s parameters or coefficients Monte Carlo test (via GWmodel
function monte-carlo.gwr) has been performed. Summary of GWR coefficient
estimates and result of Monte Carlo test (for adaptive kernel method) is reported
in Appendix A.2. The results indicate stationary spatial impacts of the variables.
Literature (Nakaya et al., 2005; Pirdavani et al., 2014) suggest use of Geograph-
ically Weighted Logistic Regression (GWLR) and Geographically Weighted Pois-
son Regression (GWPR) to further explore spatially varying effect in generalised
linear modeling (GLM). GWR 4.0 software (Nakaya et al., 2009) also provides
user-friendly platform for geospatial researchers to analyze spatial variability of
the coefficients.
Before investigating further, in this context it is noteworthy to mention that
random spatial events like traffic accidents are irregularly scattered point patterns
and literature (Juan et al., 2012; Karaganis & Mimis, 2006; Loo et al., 2011) show
spatial point process models are useful tools to perform spatio-temporal analysis
on this type of data set. Moreover, recent research works (Galgamuwa et al., 2019;
Moradi & Mateu, 2019; Moradi, 2018) on spatio-temporal point processes over
linear networks aids in identifying spatial-autocorrelation and to detect patterns
with interactions between points in the pattern. Thus, the rest of the current
study has explored spatial point process analysis and proposed spatio-temporal
modeling of traffic risk mapping using Bayesian methodology with INLA-SPDE
precisely on road networks. GWPR and GWLR can be investigated further in
future research works. But initial exploratory data analysis and GLM (spatial
and non-spatial) have refined the selection of explanatory variables that will be
used in spatial point process analysis.
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Chapter 5
Theoretical Framework and Model
Building
This chapter presents a brief introduction to the theory of spatial point pat-
tern analysis and Bayesian methodology with INLA and SPDE. It covers the
sequential development of the spatio-temporal modeling process. The chapter is
structured as follows. In the first section, a general overview of spatial distribu-
tion of the data set is given. Detailed methodologies for model design along with
model fitting techniques are explored in the second section. The third section
explains the methods of assessing the performance of the proposed model. The
final section represents the risk map design algorithm and its implementation.
Before implementing the geospatial and statistical procedures, related theoretical
concepts are discussed in each section of this chapter.
5.1 Spatial Distribution of Data
In this section, the data set is represented in a 2-D plane, to visualize the distri-
bution of traffic accidents in the study region. R package "spatstat" is used to
analyze spatial point pattern of the data (Baddeley & Turner, 2005). Yearly acci-
dent data are plotted for the study period of 2005 to 2014. Figure 5.1 depicts the
distribution of accident occurrence over the study region for the years 2005 and
2012 respectively. After analyzing individual year plot, it is noted that accident
records from 2005 to 2012 are clustered only in two regions of the study area and
are unexpectedly less with respect to the accident records from the remaining
data set. In fact, 69.91% of the data are from the last two years (2013 and 2014)
of the training data set.
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Figure 5.1: Spatial distribution of sample traffic accident locations in 2005 and
2012
The data is cross-checked with the UK police department official portal (Trans-
port for London, 2019) and with "stats19" (Lovelace et al., 2019) data source.
But the data set is found to have same clustering issue for the mentioned time
period (2005 to 2012). Thus, it is decided to discard the data for the unreliable
time period. Traffic accidents data from 2013 and 2014 is considered as the up-
dated training data set. Figure 5.2 represents the spatial distribution of training
data set (2013-2014) in the study region.
Figure 5.2: Spatial distribution of sample traffic accident locations in 2013 and
2014
In the next step, kernel density plots are created to have comprehensive view
of the distribution of training data set. As the traffic accidents are likely to
happen mainly on the road network, kernel density plot over the complete study
area as well as only on the road network are generated separately. In case of
kernel density over the whole study area, objects of class ppp are created which
represent point pattern data set in two-dimensional plane. On the other hand,
for kernel density over the road network, objects of class lpp are created which
represent point pattern only on the road network (Baddeley & Turner, 2005).
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Figure 5.3: Kernel density plot of traffic accidents over study area
Figure 5.4: Kernel density plot of traffic accidents precisely on road network in
the study area
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 represents the kernel density plot over the whole
study area and only on the road network respectively. Literature states that,
spatial point processes are important analytical tool to investigate the spatio-
temporal distribution of traffic accidents (Karaganis & Mimis, 2006). The next
section of the research work is focused on spatial point process analysis with
emphasis on Bayesian modeling approach.
5.2 Spatio-temporal modeling: Integrated Nested
Laplace Approximation (INLA)
Literature on factors contributing traffic crash shows, most of the attempts at
predicting occurrence of traffic accidents depend on spatio-temporal interacting
and triggering factors (Liu & Sharma, 2017). At the same time, on the ground
of spatial and temporal scales, individual accidents are considered as discrete
points. Thus, it can be stated that traffic crashes are associated with their spatial
coordinates, the time of occurrence and other corresponding covariates. The data
can be realized as stochastic process indexed by:
Y (.) = {y(si, ti) ∈ R2 ×R} (5.1)
where si represents spatial coordinates and ti is for temporal instant, with both
of them Y (·) is a spatio-temporal process defined in a subset of R2×R. Based on
these facts, the present research work is focused on Bayesian modeling framework
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for the prediction of spatio-temporal occurrence of traffic accidents. Moreover,
Bayesian approach facilitates representing the uncertainties related to models and
inference of parameter values with the ability to incorporate prior information
(Congdon, 2014; Dunson, 2001). Traditionally, Bayesian approach with Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods can be used to fit generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) (Wikle et al., 1998). In particular, MCMC methods
provide multivariate distribution that can estimate the joint posterior distribu-
tion. But there are many analysis where only marginal inference on selected
parameters are required. Prior research works suggest that, for latent Gaussian
models (Rue et al., 2009) and models having higher number of geo-locations
(Musenge et al., 2013) the performance of MCMC methods drop significantly.
Thus, a new prediction of the marginal distributions by using Laplace approxim-
ation for the integrals, is introduced by integrated nested Laplace approximation
(INLA) (Rue et al., 2009). It is practically dealing with (many) univariate distri-
butions using numerical integration techniques instead of Monte Carlo sampling
and thus can have computational advantage over MCMC process. For approxim-
ation Bayesian inference, INLA is the alternative to traditional MCMC methods
and it focuses on models that can be expressed as latent Gaussian Markov random
fields (GMRF) for their computational properties (Rue & Held, 2005). Principal
advantages of using INLA over MCMC methods (Verdoy, 2019), are the following:
• Low computation time.
• As the basic logic is Bayesian inference, it does not require only normally
distributed data set.
• Can implement both spatial and temporal effects.
• Can analyze significance of spatial and temporal effects in the model.
• Allows integrating substantially high number of covariates.
• Allows integrating new covariates at later stage of the process.
• Level of significance for each covariate can be analyzed.
Another important technique (Cameletti et al., 2012; Rue & Held, 2005) followed
in this research work is the conversion of continuous scale Gaussian function (GF)
to a discrete scale Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) using Stochastic Par-
tial Differential Equations (SPDE). SPDE approach has proved to be a power-
ful strategy for modeling and mapping complex spatial occurrence phenomena
(Cameletti et al., 2012). Thus, the current study has conducted the analysis
of spatial point processes by implementing INLA approach with an explicit link
between GF and GMRF using SPDE. In statistical analysis, to estimate a general
model it is useful to shape the mean for the additive linear predictor, defined on
a suitable scale:
ηi = β0 +
M∑
m=1
βmzmi +
L∑
l=1
fl(vli) (5.2)
where, β0 is a scalar, which represents the intercept, β = (β1, ...βM) are the coef-
ficients of the linear effects of the covariates z = (z1, ...zM) on the response, and
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f = {f1(.), ...fL(.)} is a collection of functions defined in terms of a set of other
covariates represented as v = v(v1, ..., vL), different from the previous covariates.
In the formula above, the first function used in the current study is SPDE used
to analyze the spatial effect with the Matérn covariance function (Musenge et
al., 2013). The other explanatory function used is a temporal random variable
function. Random walk model of the order one (RW1) is applied in the method.
The current study is implementing these three-stage process to develop hierarch-
ical Bayesian models. The rest of this section is organized as depicted in Figure
5.5. R package "INLA" (Martins et al., 2013) have been extensively used for the
modeling phase.
Figure 5.5: Workflow diagram: INLA-SPDE modeling phase
5.2.1 Analysis of Response and Explanatory Variables
In the spatio-temporal hierarchical Bayesian analysis the same set of eleven ex-
planatory variables (mentioned in Table 4.1) are considered as covariates and
number_of_casualties as the response variable (Table 4.2). In the collinearity
study of the covariates (performed in Section 4.1) no pattern was detected. On
the other hand, Figure 5.6 illustrates the frequency distribution of the response
variable in the current data set.
Figure 5.6: Frequency distribution of response variable
The highest frequency value (89.86%) is when the number of casualties is 1.
Thus, the model is fitted with “gamma” control family.
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5.2.2 Spatial and Non-spatial Model Design
Based on the principal objectives of the study and the sampled covariates, classes
of spatio-temporal combinations are created to design the model. The combina-
tions of spatio-temporal covariates and type of SPDE mesh are summarized into
the following models referred in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Spatial and non-spatial training models
No Model Code Spatial Effect Temporal Effect
1 M1 - -
2 M2 - RW1
3 M3 Region mesh -
4 M4 Network mesh -
5 M5 Region mesh RW1
6 M6 Network mesh RW1
*RW1: Random walk model of order 1
5.2.3 Design SPDE Triangulation
INLA is computationally efficient because it uses SPDE to estimate the spatial
autocorrelation of the data. But this requires using a “triangulation” or “mesh”
of the discrete event locations interpolated to estimate a continuous process in
space (Rue et al., 2017). Due to densely distributed nature of the road segments
in the study area, initially a continuous spatial structure was chosen for modeling
and triangulation was carried out on the entire study area. Figure 5.7 depicts
the accident locations for the training years 2013 and 2014 within the non-convex
hull boundary.
Figure 5.7: Traffic accident locations within the non- convex hull boundary
Triangle size (generated using a combination of maximum edge and cutoff)
controls how precisely the equations will be tailored by the data. Using smaller
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triangles increases precision but also exponentially increases computing power
(Verdoy, 2019). The best fitting mesh should have enough vertices for effective
predictive analysis, but the number should be within a limit to control the pro-
cessing time. Following this concept, a series of meshes with or, without boundary
and varying the number of vertices are created. Figure 5.8 shows examples of two
constrained refined Delaunay triangulation, one designed without offset another
with offset. In both the cases the number of vertices is 785 but one with offset
value while the other is without offset value.
Figure 5.8: Region Mesh elements with vertices and sample points a) without
offset b) with offset
Finally, the best fitting mesh without offset value and having non-convex hull
boundary is selected. The number of vertices for this standard mesh is also 785.
Figure 5.9 depicts the selected mesh (with the training data accident locations)
to be used for SPDE model in the current study.
Figure 5.9: Selected region mesh with non-convex hull boundary
Introduction to SPDE Network Triangulation The mesh created for the
entire study area is used for fitting the INLA model in the region. Prediction
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involves projecting the fitted model into the mesh at precise spatial locations.
While fitting the mesh a problem was noted. The sampling points (here the
accidents locations) are mainly located on the road network, but the mesh was
generated for the whole study area which includes road network as well as other
regions. Thus, the model result might be unpreventably generalised as it is going
to estimate predicted value for the regions where there is no chance of incident
to happen. The next sub section introduces the novel concept of creating SPDE
triangulation precisely on the road network. The steps followed to implement
INLA-SPDE only on road network are illustrated in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Workflow diagram: Network mesh creation
Access OSM Network OSM road network for the study region has been ac-
cessed as "sp" object using R package "osmdata" (Padgham et al., 2017). Figure
5.11 represents selected OSM road network of the study area. OSM highways
of type unclassified, bus_guideway, raceway, bridleway, path are not used in the
current study.
Figure 5.11: OSM road network of the study region
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Buffer for each Road Segment Previous studies (Amin et al., 2014; and,
2003) have shown accuracy and reliability issues of positional data in transport-
ation research works. There are instances where recorded data entry invariably
introduces errors in both geometric and contextual attributes (Miler et al., 2016).
The road traffic accident data used in the current study is compiled and main-
tained by the Department of Transport, UK (mentioned in Section 3.3.1). The
accident locations along with the extracted OSM road networks are plotted in the
same projection using QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2009) software. Glimpse
of sampled traffic accident locations (marked as red points) plotted with OSM
road network is depicted in Figure 5.12 (a). These spatial locations are import-
ant components in generating the proposed SPDE network triangulation. But
most of the points are identified to be located away from the road segments. In
the next step, Figure 5.12 (a) and (b) depicts how the function buff_geo from
R package "stplanr" (Robin Lovelace & Richard Ellison, 2018) has been used to
identify all the traffic accidents that took place within a specified buffer region of
each road network.
Figure 5.12: Traffic accident locations on road segments a) with and b) without
buffer
According to (Verdoy, 2019), the best fitting SPDE triangulated mesh should
have enough vertices for effective predictive analysis, but the number should be
within a limit to control computational time. To achieve the optimal mesh in later
phase, a series of different buffer size are applied on the OSM road segments.
Examples of SPDE network mesh with buffer size 10 meter and 30 meter are
illustrated accident locations in Appendix B.4. The buffer size applied in the
current study is of 20 meter. For each road segment on the entire road network
of the study area a buffer of size 20 meter is created. Figure 5.13 depicts OSM
road network with 20 meter added buffer.
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Figure 5.13: OSM road network with 20 m buffer
Create Clipped Buffer Polygon Individual buffer segments are merged and
converted as a single polygon clipped within a bounding box covering the study
area. Figure 5.14 illustrates the polygon of the buffered segments.
Figure 5.14: Buffer polygon clipped within bounding box of study region
Apply Triangulation Triangulation is applied on the result polygon. A series
of SPDE-mesh are generated (examples are depicted in Appendix B.4). From
them the best fitting mesh having buffered polygon boundary is selected. Thus,
the mesh is now created only on the road network as depicted in Figure 5.15.
The number of vertices for the final selected mesh is recorded as 8412. From
the figure it can be identified that; the network mesh contains almost all the
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accident locations (highlighted as red marks). Only few points are found to be
lying outside the mesh structure.
Figure 5.15: Selected network mesh with traffic accident locations
5.2.4 Model Fitting
R-INLA (Martins et al., 2013) is used to fit all the SPDE models (mentioned in
Table 5.1). R code for INLA was adopted from previous studies and modified
for the current analysis (Zuur et al., 2017). All the six models are executed
separately for the same training data set (2013-2014) and gamma control family.
Respective computational time for individual model is shown in Table 5.2. All
the models are executed using i7 4790 processor (mentioned in Section 2.1) and
Linux operating system.
Table 5.2: Computational time of individual training models
Model Code Comp. Time
(in seconds)
M1 1.6
M2 3.83
M3 55.1
M4 99.7
M5 136
M6 312
Except model M1 and M2 all models are having spatial effects. Significant
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difference in computational time is noted between the models with and without
spatial effects.
5.2.5 Identifying the Best Fitting Model
Deviance information criterion (DIC) and the Watanabe-Akaike information cri-
terion (WAIC) are used to assess models and to select the best suitable model by
balancing model accuracy against complexity (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). Mod-
els having smaller DIC value, suggest that, in spite of the added complexity, it
has a more appropriate fit to the sampled data (Blangiardo & Cameletti, 2015).
Conditional predictive ordinate (CPO) value (Gelfand et al., 1992) also acts as
a selection measure; smaller value of CPO indicates a better prediction quality
of the model. But before comparing DIC values, parameters for each model are
examined. Table 5.3 represents the precision parameters for gamma observations.
Table 5.3: Precision parameters for gamma observation
Model Code Mean[0.025quant,
0.975quant]
M1 15.51 [13.87, 17.25]
M2 16.55 [14.75, 18.47]
M3 22.61 [22.36, 23.09]
M4 20.30 [19.97, 20.77]
M5 24.68 [24.36, 24.98]
M6 20.90 [20.74, 22.78]
Summary results (DIC, WAIC and CPO) related to goodness-of-fit for all the
fitted models are reported in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Training models: DIC, WAIC and CPO values
Model Code DIC WAIC CPO
M1 239.60 285.84 -0.406851
M2 211.16 259.54 -0.356291
M3 273.63 203.37 -2.395325
M4 267.68 261.22 -0.868227
M5 202.85 234.34 -0.801388
M6 216.76 280.28 -0.320038
DIC values of the models shown in Table 5.4 suggest the models with both
spatial and temporal random effect provide better model fit. Models M5 and M6
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can provide better precision though the computational time for both the models
are significantly high compared to others. The selection criterion reported in
Table 5.4 indicates model M5 is the best fitting model.
At this point, it is noteworthy to mention that, the sampled traffic accidents
are discrete spatial points located only on the road networks. But the mesh fitted
in model M5 is for the entire study area. Therefore, the predicted result locations
can occur in any area with or without road networks. It is not practical that the
model prediction will provide results in locations without road network where
there is no chance of traffic accident occurrence. On the other hand, the mesh
for model M6 is specially designed to solve the problem being faced in M5. The
DIC value of M5 (202.85 ) and M6 (216.76 ) do not vary considerably. Thus,
from the practical aspect of spatio-temporal prediction of traffic accidents on
road networks, M6 will be a better fit than M5. The rest of the current research
work is organized considering M6 as the best fitting model to enable prediction
precisely on the road network of the study area.
5.3 Model Validation and Prediction
Model Validation The selected model (M6) has both non-spatial and spatial
effects. The model validation is conducted by exploring the hyper-parameter val-
ues and marginal posterior distribution of the spatial effects. Trend of the random
walk model is analyzed to interpret the temporal effect of the proposed model. In
INLA result the fixed parameters are the regression parameters and the hyper-
parameters are variance-type parameters. But, R-INLA basically works with
precision and not with the variance (Zuur et al., 2017). INLA hyper-parameter
values are represented in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Hyperparameter values of selected model
Hyperparameter Posterior Mean
rw_date 45476.36
κ 211.7287
sigmau 0.394468
range 0.013357
Validation of the model is performed by comparing residuals between real
data and the output of the executing model. Figure 5.16 depicts the residual
diagnostics and the relationship with the distance. The correlation in this case,
p= 0.7900711, suggests a strong spatial correlation which decreases gradually
with distance.
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Figure 5.16: Residual diagnostics and correlation plot of selected model
With respect to the hyperparameters, the model contains a standard deviation
parameter σ that is basically used for the variance σ2 of the normal distribution.
But as mentioned earlier R-INLA works with precision τ measured as τ = 1/σ2
(Zuur et al., 2017). In the current model four precision parameters are calculated.
The marginal posterior distribution for τθ1 and τθ2 are depicted in Figure 5.17
and σ and σv are depicted in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.17: Marginal posterior distribution for τθ1 and τθ2
Figure 5.18: Marginal posterior distribution for σ and σv
Figure 5.19 shows the estimated random walk trend (in blue) and 95% credible
intervals. The trend in the plot on both sides of the zero line with fluctuating
values supports the inclusion of temporal effect in the model design.
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Figure 5.19: Estimated random walk trend
Model Prediction The output of INLA model provide posterior estimates of
fitted values for observations, but in practice a model should be capable to predict
where no observations are available. The simplest prediction strategy in R-INLA
is to add response variable values with NA for unsampled locations (Zuur et al.,
2017). But the covariates in the prediction model cannot have null values. Thus,
prediction involves projecting the fitted model into the mesh at specific spatial
locations of interest having demarcated predictor values. In the current study,
the model is developed using the training data set (2013-2014). To assess the
performance of the model, test data set (2015-2017) has been used. Next, the
model is fitted for individual test year combined with the entire training data set.
For example, when the test year is 2015 the model is fitted combinedly for 2015
along with 2013 and 2014. In each case the prediction results are analyzed and
interpreted.
It is noteworthy to mention here that, the fitted model while executing spatio-
temporal prediction has been updated from gamma to Gaussian control family.
It is obvious that, the model fitted with spatial and temporal covariates can
generate any real number value as predicted output. Thus, instead of constraining
the result in the range of discrete input parameters, the model control family is
updated to have predicted result as continuous numerical values.
5.4 Risk Map Design
One of the main objectives of the current study is to model a risk map for the
entire road network in the study area. The current section will discuss in brief
the methodology followed to design it. Steps to design the risk map is depicted
in Figure 5.20:
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Figure 5.20: Workflow diagram: Risk map design
The proposed model has been fitted for individual test years. In each case, the
predicted values are the number of casualties in the sampled accidents locations.
Next, a metric system is designed using the predicted values of the test data
set. The system will dynamically calculate the risk index for each road segment.
Finally, these risk index values are adapted to design the risk map over the entire
road network.
Create Buffer for each Road Segment: A 20 meter buffer is created for
each road-segment in the OSM road network of the study area (similar technique
as followed in Section 5.2.3 while creating network-mesh).
Identify risk locations lying within the buffer region of each road seg-
ment: Sampled accident locations are spatial point objects having predicted
response value as a parameter. These points are named as risk locations. On the
other hand, the buffer road segments are considered as polygons. Using intersec-
tion technique all the points (risk locations) lying within individual buffer regions
are identified. Record of each buffer region with details of each point lying within
it, is maintained.
Figure 5.21: Glimpse of risk locations lying within the buffer region
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Calculate Risk index value for each road segment (Ri): Figure 5.21
depicts a glimpse of the intersection result. Three categories of buffer segments
have been identified from the result. Buffer segments having:
• no risk points
• only one risk point
• two or, more risk points
The risk index for each category have been calculated using the following meth-
odology as mentioned in Table 5.6:
Table 5.6: Measure of risk index
Buffer segment
with
Risk index (Ri)
No risk points 0
One risk point Predicted response
value of the point
inside the buffer
Two or more than
two risk points
Mean (predicted
response value of all
the points inside
the buffer)
It is noteworthy to mention that, due to densely distributed nature of the road
segments, a risk point can lie on a region where two or, more buffer regions are
intersecting as illustrated in Figure 5.22. But the intersection method function
(used in the current analysis) will return unique common elements, without hav-
ing any duplication. It implies that if a risk point lies in common buffer region for
more than one road segments, it has been assigned to only one of the segments,
selected randomly.
Figure 5.22: Overlapping buffer regions with common risk points
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Normalize risk index value: Existing risk map for other road safety research
works suggests, a predefined category range to be decided before modeling any risk
map (Curran-Everett, 2013). In current analysis to create a category range, the
calculated risk index values need to be normalized. The following normalization
technique is implemented. Initially the risk range is calculated as follows:
Risk range (Rrange) =
(max.Rmean −min.Rmean)
no. of groups in response variable field
(5.3)
Next, Rrange is used to calculate the normalized values. As a relevant example,
the values depicted in Table 5.7 shows that, the number of categories in the
normalized scale is same as the number of groups in the response variable field.
But the method can be replicated with any other updated response variable values
and the normalized scale will get updated accordingly.
Table 5.7: Normalization metric for risk index values
Condition Nor.
value
Safety measure
Segment without having any risk locations 0 Low risk
Rmean < Rrange 0 Low risk
Rrange ≤ Rmean < 2×Rrange 1 Low-medium risk
2×Rrange ≤ Rmean < 3×Rrange 2 Medium risk
3×Rrange ≤ Rmean < 4×Rrange 3 Medium-high risk
4×Rmean ≤ Rmean 4 High risk
The Safety measure mentioned in Table 5.7 follows the same category used by
the European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) to create the risk ratings
of the motorways and other national roads in Europe (‘Risk Mapping’, 2016).
Assign normalized value: Individual road segments are assigned with their
respective normalized risk index values.
Generate risk map: Finally, the risk map is designed in interactive geospatial
platform using R package "mapview" (Appelhans, 2015).
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Chapter 6
Results
This chapter presents and discusses the results of the analysis described in the
previous chapter. It is structured as follows. The first section depicts the model
prediction results along with residual diagnostics. It also assesses the accuracy
of the prediction results. Section two illustrates the risk map for individual test
years. Final section highlights few interesting findings and related discussions.
6.1 Model Prediction
The sample data set for 2013-2014 has been used to identify the best model and
train it. The best-fitted model has been assessed using test data set from 2015-
2017. Figure 6.1 (a), (b), (c) show the residual plots. In all three plots, the
residual values are dispersed on both sides of the horizontal zero line and tending
to cluster along the line with few outliers. Most of the residual values lying close
to zero indicates a high precision of the predicted values for the test data set.
Figure 6.1: Residual plot of test data set a) 2015, b) 2016 and c) 2017
The prediction results for model fitted with individual test year combined
with the training years are analyzed. Figure 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 depict the combined
prediction results for test years 2015, 2016 and 2017 respectively. Each figure
illustrates the residual plot of combined data and histogram plot for the observed
and predicted values. All the residual plots indicate higher accuracy of prediction
as the residual values are close along the horizontal zero line. The observed and
predicted values are quiet similar can be supported by respective histogram plots.
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Figure 6.2: Residual analytic and predicted value comparison (2013, 2014 and
2015)
Figure 6.3: Residual analytic and predicted value comparison (2013, 2014 and
2016)
Figure 6.4: Residual analytic and predicted value comparison (2013, 2014 and
2017)
Correlation and root mean square error (RMSE) values act as indicator to
assess the performance of the model. Table 6.1 shows the correlation and RMSE
values in each test case.
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Table 6.1: Model prediction accuracy
Test Year Correlation RMSE
2015 0.3860283 1.137029
2016 0.4142525 1.104775
2017 0.3850195 1.259445
From the above residual diagnostics, it can be stated that, the combined
prediction result for 2016 is comparatively better than the other two predictions.
Further discussion on model performance is reviewed in Chapter 7.
6.2 Risk Map
The methodology used in the current study provides the capability to develop the
risk map based on Bayesian analysis, including INLA-SPDE to implement both
spatial and temporal effects. Risk index for individual road segment are calculated
using the predicted response values of the test data set. The normalized risk index
values are used to develop the risk map for the entire road network of the study
region.
The risk maps are visualized in interactive geospatial interface using R package
"mapview" (Appelhans, 2015). Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.10 illustrates the risk maps
and original traffic accident plots respectively for individual test years 2015, 2016
and 2017. The color scale (0 through 4) used in each map follow the same safe
measure scale used in Table 5.7.
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Figure 6.5: Risk map (2015)
Figure 6.6: Original sample data of traffic accident (2015)
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Figure 6.7: Risk map (2016)
Figure 6.8: Original sample data of traffic accident (2016)
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Figure 6.9: Risk map (2017)
Figure 6.10: Original sample data of traffic accident (2017)
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6.3 Findings
In this section, selected findings of the current study and brief discussions on each
topic with focus on future research scopes are reviewed.
The predicted risk maps are visually compared with the original record of
traffic accidents during the same time span. From the above figures (Figure 6.5
to Figure 6.10), few important observations are noted.
• For all the three test years, most of the roads in the outskirt of the city are
predicted to be relatively safe than those in the city center. The prediction
matches with original record of accidents which can be well explained from
Figure 6.6, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10.
• Near the city center most of the roads are predicted to be consistent with
risk index value 2 during all the test years. Few annual variations are re-
corded due to changes in spatio-temporal effects in those specific regions.
One such example is observed in the historic Blackfriars Bridge Road, Lon-
don, UK. The model predicted that, the road segments in the bridge have
gradually turned from safe to high accident-prone region from 2015 to 2017
Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Example: Change point detection (2015-2017)
While comparing with original records it is found that, the number as well
as severity of accidents have also increased with the same trend. Future
research works to identify the factor(s) controlling trend or change pattern
on linear networks can be interesting. Literature suggests similar research
works for the city of London (Bhawkar, 2018), (Michalaki et al., 2015),
(Curiel et al., 2018), (C. Wang et al., 2009) and identical works in other
countries (Ashraf et al., 2019), (Greibe, 2003), (Liu et al., 2017).
• Two critical junctions have been identified (depicted in Figure 6.12) as the
highest risk zones in the study area.
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Figure 6.12: Detected highest risk zones
These two junctions have consistently highest predicted risk index values
during all the test years. Original records also show high rate of severe
accident occurrence in both the regions. Literature on randomness and
concentration of road accidents in London, UK, “about 5% of the road junc-
tions are the site of 50% of the accidents” (Curiel et al., 2018) supports the
result. Moreover, the identified high risk junctions also appear as accident-
prone zones in the annual reports of collisions and casualties on London
roads, maintained by the Department for Transport (DfT) Collision Re-
porting and SHaring (CRaSH) system (Transport for London, 2019).
The risk-index algorithm implemented in the current study has intended to
categorize road segments as a measure of both rate of accident occurrence as
well as the severity of the accidents. As a result, segments having high rate
of accidents and segments having few but severe accidents, are categorized
under similar risk index levels. It is confirmed when individual risk maps
are visually compared with the respective original traffic accidents records
in Figure 6.6, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10. Similar methodology can be
adapted in other traffic risk modeling algorithms.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter highlights the final conclusion of the complete research work. It is
organised as follows.The first section explores the benefits and application of the
model with reference to future research scopes. The next section indicates the
limitations of the fitted INLA-SPDE model and recommendations for possible
improvements. The conclusions are presented at the final section of this chapter.
In the recent years, spatio-temporal modeling of road traffic accidents and risk
mapping has gained attention especially in the domain of multi-dimensional road
safety management. Results and findings of the current study illustrate that,
the proposed model when fitted with selected covariates can generate predicted
risk maps of the entire road network for any urban study area. In that sense,
it is dynamic in nature. The current study is conducted in the city of London,
UK using selected spatio-temporal variables. As the model is using INLA-SPDE
methodology the number of covariates can be updated at any stage. Moreover,
it does not require only normally distributed data set which makes the model
more flexible to fit in any global study. The model can be easily replicated
using different set of covariates. The level of significance for each covariates
can be analyzed for further emphasis on selection of significant traffic accident
causing factors. The final outcome of the proposed model is a predicted risk
map for the entire road network. The maps can be generated for any study area
whose prior records can be used to fit the model. At a glance, the road safety
index of all the road segments including small details of each junction-points
or, sharp turnings can be obtained using these maps. As illustrated in Section
6.3, another crucial application of the model is in analysing change and trend
pattern of traffic accidents. Trend in increasing traffic accident risk in any road
segment can be detected using risk maps for a continuous time span. Thus, it can
have implications on road safety measures through an enhanced understanding
of those patterns. Moreover, location of potentially dangerous roads and regions
can act as baseline information for geospatial analysis on road safety metrices.
The result can have strategic application in developing GIS analytical tools to
identify and depict possible safe routes. As the risk map provides information
about the entire road network, it can be flexible to generate possible alternative
safe route(s) between any source and destinations pairs. Similar research works
(Hannah et al., 2018) have been conducted. But in those analysis only spatial
traffic variables like crossings, speed limits, and type of street are applied. But the
current study has proposed a more flexible and statistically convincing solution
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by implementing both spatial and temporal covariates in the predictive model.
Besides, travel risk map is gaining popularity among business travellers, tourists
and emergency service providers. In that context, the proposed model can have
potential application in the spatio-temporal modeling of road traffic accidents in
designing geospatial analytical tools on road safety metrices.
Few limitations were raised during the current study. Though the residual
diagnostics and predicted risk maps produced by the model matches with the
original test data set records; but the correlation and RMSE values of the model
imply scopes for improvement. Thus, for detailed understanding of the perform-
ance of the model, it may be beneficial to analyze further the model fitting phase
using INLA-SPDE, rather than at general, averaged metrics.
The proposed model has been fitted with four temporal and seven non-temporal
explanatory variables (mentioned in Table 4.1). In the current study, while se-
lecting the best-fitting model, emphasis has been given on spatial heterogeneity
(spatial or, non-spatial models). Similarly, the type of mesh (region or, network
mesh) also plays a significant role. But in each case, the complete set of eleven
variables have been used. During model fitting process, alternative subsets and
combinations of different variables are not tested. As a result, there is chance
of existing one or, more covariates which are less significant in the model fitting
process. It can have impact in the prediction results. Literature (Cameletti et
al., 2012; Martínez-Minaya et al., 2019; Martino & Rue, 2010) suggests, model
fitting using diverse subset combinations of the variables provide opportunities
to improve the prediction accuracy. Moreover, fixed-effect results of INLA-SPDE
models help to identify the significant explanatory variables to be the best fit for
the models. Models fitting with only identified significant variables might provide
a better performance accuracy.
Initial training data set was selected for a period of consecutive ten years
(2005 to 2014). But during data exploration phase it is found that the final two
years of the study period (2013 and 2014) comprise 69.91% of the total traffic
accident records. First eight years (2005 to 2012) has only 30.09% of the sample.
If continued with the same ten years of training period there will be considerable
disparity between the annual, monthly, weekly and daily accident counts between
these two groups. It might affect the reliability of the model prediction. To
ensure this fact, three distinct groups of training years were used and fitted with
the proposed INLA-SPDE model with both spatial (network mesh) and temporal
effects (RW1). Performance of each group is illustrated in Table 7.1
Table 7.1: Training set results
Year mesh$n Ex. time
(sec.)
DIC WAIC CPO
2005-2012 8541 475 331.87 366.73 -0.305830
2005-2014 8541 533 330. 64 370.47 -0.308678
2013-2014 8541 312 216.76 280.28 -0.320038
From the result it can be stated that, Group 1 and Group 2 have identical
results. It implies, inclusion of first eight years of the training data set do not have
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any significant impact in the model result. On the other hand, lower DIC value
for Group-3 suggests it to be the best fit. Moreover, as discussed in Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2 the spatial distribution of the accident records from 2005 to 2012 are
clustered only in two regions of the study area. Thus, the unreliable training data
from 2005 to 2012 was discarded. But this discard process reduced the size of
training data set considerably. Literature (de Fortuny et al., 2013), (Oo & Thein,
2019) suggests, clean and larger data essentially lead to better predictive models.
It reduces the probability of spurious correlations and improve the performance
of the model(de Fortuny et al., 2013). But the proposed modeling process used
only two years (2013 and 2014) of training data set. This might have some impact
on the predictive-accuracy of the model. The problem can be easily handled in
future research works. Current study shows that, size of data set for 2013 to 2017
is large and reliable. During the ongoing research work, London city accident data
for the year 2018 was not available in the open repositories. Once it is available,
the model can be fitted using training data set from 2013 to 2017 and test data
from the year 2018. Moreover, the model can also be adapted and tested with
reliable and large data set in other locations across the UK and globally. Another
limitation of the proposed model is that, the sample training data used to train
the model is skewed (98.97% of the observations are having response variable
value less than 4; out of which 89.86% of response values are 1). As a result
of this, during model design and training, gamma control family has been used.
But while assessing the fitness of the model, the predicted result is expected to
have continuous numerical value of any range and thus the control family has
been updated to Gaussian. This might have some implication on the prediction
accuracy of the model. Training data set for a longer time period can solve this
issue in future research works.
As conclusions, this thesis presented a dynamic spatio-temporal analysis model
predicting the occurrence of traffic accidents in urban environment. The model
was used to create the risk map of road networks. To balance speed and accuracy,
the current research work took advantage of the spatio-temporal nature of the
data and used Bayesian methodology by including INLA and SPDE in the mod-
eling process. The proposed model was designed and tested through a case study
in the city of London, UK. The result risk maps provide the geospatial baseline
to identify safe routes between source and destination points. The maps can
also have implications for accident prevention and road safety measures through
an enhanced understanding of the accident patterns. However, the prediction
accuracy can be restored by careful inclusion of significant exogenous variables
related to traffic flow and traffic control, which can explain some of the uncap-
tured variations. Furthermore, reliable and large training data set can improve
the performance of the proposed model.
The novelty of the proposed model was introducing "network triangulation" or,
"network mesh" in SPDE to estimate the spatial autocorrelation of discrete
events. As such, it took a new step in INLA-SPDE modeling to perform spatio-
temporal predictive analysis only on selected areas (especially for road networks)
instead of performing for entire continuous region. In the broader picture, the
thesis contributes to the relatively small amount of literature on spatio-temporal
analysis using INLA-SPDE of spatial events precisely on road networks. The
methodology can be adapted and applied to other locations globally.
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Appendix A
Generalized Linear Model Results
A.1 Linear Regression without Spatial Effect
## Analys i s o f Deviance Table ( Poisson Regress ion )
Df Dev Resid . Df Resid . Dev Pr(>Chi )
NULL 956 106 . 471
f a c t o r ( acc ident_s e v e r i t y ) 2 0 . 5908 954 105 . 880 0 . 7442
f a c t o r ( day_of_week ) 6 0 . 8851 948 104 . 995 0 . 9896
f a c t o r ( time_s l o t ) 23 4 . 4440 925 100 . 551 1 . 0000
f a c t o r ( road_type ) 4 0 . 1378 921 100 . 413 0 . 9977
f a c t o r ( speed_l im i t ) 3 0 . 4001 918 100 . 013 0 . 9402
f a c t o r ( junc t i on_d e t a i l ) 7 0 . 3955 911 99 . 617 0 . 9997
f a c t o r ( l i g h t_cond i t i on s ) 3 0 . 1119 908 99 . 505 0 . 9904
f a c t o r ( weather ) 5 1 . 1480 903 98 . 357 0 . 9498
f a c t o r ( road_su r f a c e ) 3 0 . 1289 900 98 . 229 0 . 9882
f a c t o r (week_end_night ) 1 0 . 1327 899 98 . 096 0 . 7156
f a c t o r (month) 11 2 . 8551 888 95 . 241 0 . 9925
## Analys i s o f Deviance Table ( Lo g i s t i c Regress ion )
Df Dev Resid . Df Resid . Dev Pr(>Chi )
NULL 956 51 . 803
f a c t o r ( acc ident_s e v e r i t y ) 2 2 . 9493 954 48 . 854 0 . 22885
f a c t o r ( day_of_week ) 6 6 . 2597 948 42 . 594 0 . 39473
f a c t o r ( time_s l o t ) 23 19 . 1321 925 23 . 462 0 . 69353
f a c t o r ( road_type ) 4 2 . 4746 921 20 . 987 0 . 64918
f a c t o r ( speed_l im i t ) 3 0 . 0000 918 20 . 987 1 . 00000
f a c t o r ( junc t i on_d e t a i l ) 7 12 . 6214 911 8 . 366 0 . 08189 .
f a c t o r ( l i g h t_cond i t i on s ) 3 0 . 0000 908 8 . 366 1 . 00000
f a c t o r ( weather ) 5 0 . 0000 903 8 . 366 1 . 00000
f a c t o r ( road_su r f a c e ) 3 0 . 6174 900 7 . 749 0 . 89244
f a c t o r (week_end_night ) 1 0 . 0000 899 7 . 749 0 . 99995
f a c t o r (month) 11 4 . 9761 888 2 . 773 0 . 93232
A.2 Linear Regression with Spatial Effect
## Analys i s o f Variance Table
Brunsdon , Fotheringham & Charlton ( 1999 ) ANOVA
(BFC99 . gwr . t e s t )
data : gwr . model
F = 1 . 0372 , df 1 = 392 . 64 , df 2 = 922 . 91 , p−value = 0 . 3296
sample e s t imate s :
SS GWR improvement SS GWR r e s i d u a l s
1 . 109748 131 . 247797
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## Summary o f GWR c o e f f i c i e n t e s t imate s at data po int s
Min . 1 s t Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max.
X. In t e r c ep t . 0 . 64857762 1 . 03071391 1 . 23738079 1 . 49621869 1 . 65267806
acc ident_s e v e r i t y S e r i o u s −0 . 09531246 −0 . 04363329 −0 . 01965426 0 . 02166168 0 . 06869012
acc ident_s e v e r i t y S l i g h t −0 . 14143519 −0 . 09701780 −0 . 05983502 −0 . 00410425 0 . 05702785
day_of_week2 −0 . 09085192 −0 . 06940330 −0 . 05182906 −0 . 02916635 −0 . 00362105
day_of_week3 −0 . 05875321 −0 . 04887087 −0 . 04079060 −0 . 03476395 −0 . 02947215
day_of_week4 −0 . 06177150 −0 . 04629270 −0 . 02821297 −0 . 01222954 0 . 03458330
day_of_week5 −0 . 11668209 −0 . 09360916 −0 . 07821058 −0 . 04910188 −0 . 00947967
day_of_week6 −0 . 06556488 −0 . 05287494 −0 . 04499987 −0 . 02944667 0 . 00425858
day_of_week7 −0 . 15495381 −0 . 12772829 −0 . 10365444 −0 . 06257349 −0 . 01870418
time_s l o t −0 . 00438555 −0 . 00317329 −0 . 00220077 −0 . 00146281 −0 . 00040885
road_typeOne . way . s t r e e t −0 . 14831112 −0 . 08188264 −0 . 01848508 0 . 02619426 0 . 09677703
road_typeOthers −0 . 34782526 −0 . 28487502 −0 . 20449759 −0 . 13116129 −0 . 01797145
road_typeRoundabout −0 . 15470224 −0 . 12562286 −0 . 08773098 −0 . 05955850 −0 . 03318179
road_typeS ing l e . carr iageway −0 . 12960136 −0 . 09979389 −0 . 04554478 −0 . 00088860 0 . 07638665
speed_l im i t −0 . 01654109 −0 . 01000962 −0 . 00297348 0 . 00223244 0 . 01166842
junc t i on_d e t a i l 0 . 00062380 0 . 00370641 0 . 00816587 0 . 01083718 0 . 01292832
l i g h t_cond i t i on s −0 . 00360080 0 . 00066020 0 . 00138213 0 . 00224045 0 . 00402299
weatherFine . with . high . winds 0 . 11812803 0 . 16278715 0 . 19556277 0 . 24313657 0 . 47336945
weatherOthers −0 . 16408960 −0 . 10833619 −0 . 07809014 −0 . 02505083 0 . 00258981
weatherRaining . no . high . winds −0 . 08875691 0 . 00097201 0 . 03179800 0 . 06435971 0 . 11871426
weatherRaining . with . high . winds −0 . 29164349 −0 . 20287107 −0 . 17510184 −0 . 13957479 −0 . 11534307
weatherSnowing . no . high . winds 0 . 07713725 0 . 14826159 0 . 18585716 0 . 20805807 0 . 39391872
road_su r f a c e 0 . 00090961 0 . 01035567 0 . 03554538 0 . 05425864 0 . 12948519
Week_end_nightYes 0 . 12114488 0 . 15624952 0 . 16592965 0 . 17984823 0 . 20303085
month2 0 . 06509932 0 . 08974839 0 . 09502335 0 . 10251499 0 . 11120934
month3 0 . 10097247 0 . 10945531 0 . 11376441 0 . 12124825 0 . 13620456
month4 0 . 08017112 0 . 09753617 0 . 09990712 0 . 10494277 0 . 13305155
month5 −0 . 01863718 −0 . 01405118 0 . 00606497 0 . 03282309 0 . 07465956
month6 0 . 02745640 0 . 04437882 0 . 05641911 0 . 07399111 0 . 10697332
month7 −0 . 04031489 −0 . 02261832 0 . 01027657 0 . 03890939 0 . 08350560
month8 0 . 00416234 0 . 01316789 0 . 01604245 0 . 01975757 0 . 03463327
month9 0 . 06763515 0 . 07543859 0 . 08377721 0 . 10481541 0 . 14417479
month10 0 . 05285774 0 . 07021458 0 . 08847650 0 . 10226748 0 . 12318191
month11 −0 . 03379872 −0 . 02443184 −0 . 00763820 0 . 01556685 0 . 02714648
month12 0 . 09043723 0 . 09863573 0 . 11195909 0 . 13192740 0 . 15795174
## Monte Carlo t e s t f o r s i g n i f i c a n c e o f GWR parameter v a r i a b i l i t y
p−value
( In t e r c ep t ) 0 . 06
acc ident_s e v e r i t y S e r i o u s 0 . 79
acc ident_s e v e r i t y S l i g h t 0 . 57
day_of_week2 0 . 62
day_of_week3 0 . 88
day_of_week4 0 . 47
day_of_week5 0 . 44
day_of_week6 0 . 68
day_of_week7 0 . 40
time_s l o t 0 . 25
road_typeOne way s t r e e t 0 . 12
road_typeOthers 0 . 07
road_typeRoundabout 0 . 35
road_typeS ing l e carr iageway 0 . 07
speed_l im i t 0 . 05
junc t i on_d e t a i l 0 . 15
l i g h t_cond i t i on s 0 . 67
weatherFine with high winds 0 . 70
weatherOthers 0 . 12
weatherRaining no high winds 0 . 08
weatherRaining with high winds 0 . 09
weatherSnowing no high winds 0 . 67
road_su r f a c e 0 . 24
week_end_nightYes 0 . 77
month2 0 . 98
month3 0 . 76
month4 0 . 61
month5 0 . 28
month6 0 . 56
month7 0 . 18
month8 0 . 68
month9 0 . 59
month10 0 . 61
month11 0 . 46
month12 0 . 70
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Appendix B
INLA-SPDE Model Results
This chapter illustrates the detailed results of all the training data sets. SPDE
triangulation results and the model assessment results for each test data set are
represented as follows:
B.1 Training Data (2005 - 2014)
SPDE Triangulation Result with 2005-2014 Accident Locations
SPDE region mesh (2005-2014) a) without offset b) with offset
SPDE region mesh (2005-2014) with non-convex hull boundary
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SPDE network mesh (2005-2014)
Model Results
Model Results (2005-2014)
Model DIC WAIC CPO Mean
[0.025quant,
0.975quant]
M1 313.44 367.23 -0.251863 15.78[14.38,17.25]
M2 311.81 369.51 -0.254919 15.99[14.54,17.54]
M3 360.75 296.42 -1.507253 22.50[22.31,22.84]
M4 320.82 367.9 -0.396691 18.98[18.80,35.62]
M5 252.61 319.85 0.553167 26.62[26.01,27.56]
M6 330.87 366.73 -0.305829 16.89[16.78,30.44]
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B.2 Training Data (2005 - 2012)
Model fitting using training data set from 2005 to 2012. From the triangulation
plot it is clear that, the number of accident plots for this time period is relatively
low compared to the previous training data set.
SPDE Triangulation Result with 2005-2012 Accident Locations
SPDE region mesh (2005-2012) a) without offset b) with offset
SPDE region mesh (2005-2012) with non-convex hull boundary
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SPDE network mesh (2005-2012)
Model Results
Model Results (2005-2012)
Model DIC WAIC CPO Mean
[0.025quant,
0.975quant]
M1 313.44 367.23 -0.251878 15.78[14.38,17.25]
M2 311.81 369.51 -0.254918 15.99[14.54,17.54]
M3 248.08 348.35 -0.498941 28.42[28.26,28.57]
M4 320.82 367.9 -0.396691 18.98[18.80,35.62]
M5 305.44 313.43 -0.537538 21.29[21.13,45.82]
M6 330.87 366.73 -0.305829 16.89[16.78,30.44]
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B.3 Training Data (2013 - 2014)
Model fitting using training data set from 2013 to 2014. From the previous two
triangulation plot it is clear that, the number of accident plots for the time period
2005 to 2012 period is relatively low and clustered in to regions only. Thus, the
final training data set selected is traffic the accident record for the years 2013 and
2014.
SPDE Triangulation Result with 2013-2014 Accident Locations
SPDE region mesh (2013-2014) a) without offset b) with offset
SPDE region mesh (2013-2014) with non-convex hull boundary
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SPDE network mesh (2013-2014)
Model Results (2013-2014)
Model DIC WAIC CPO Mean
[0.025quant,
0.975quant]
M1 239.60 285.84 -0.406851 15.51[13.87,17.25]
M2 211.16 259.54 -0.356291 16.55[14.75,18.47]
M3 273.63 203.37 -2.395325 22.61[22.36,23.09]
M4 267.68 261.22 -0.868227 20.30[19.97,20.77]
M5 202.85 234.34 -0.801388 24.68[24.36,24.98]
M6 216.76 280.28 -0.320038 20.90[20.74,22.78]
To analyze the significance of temporal and spatial effects, the model 6 (M6)
was fitted with temporal and spatial covariates separately. The result is as follows:
Result of Model 6 Using Temporal and Spatial Effects Separately on training data
2013-2014
Model DIC WAIC CPO Mean
[0.025quant,
0.975quant]
Temporal 216.12 269.15 -0.565096 22.86[22.57,47.20]
Spatial 241.88 260.42 -0.490794 18.76[18.46,39.73]
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B.4 SPDE Network Triangulation
SPDE network triangulation (network mesh) has been explored with different
buffer size applied on the OSM road segments. The best fitting mesh should have
enough vertices for effective predictive analysis, but the number should be within
a limit to control the processing time. Examples of SPDE network mesh with
buffer size 10m and 30m are illustrated with training data set of 2013-2014. The
optimal buffer size applied in the current study is of 20m.
SPDE network mesh (2013-2014) with 10m buffer
SPDE network mesh (2013-2014) with 30m buffer
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Appendix C
Code
## Poisson Regression
acc_posn <- glm(number_of_casualties ~
factor(accident_severity )+
factor(day_of_week)+
factor(time_slot)+
factor(road_type)+
factor(speed_limit)+
factor(junction_detail )+
factor(light_conditions )+
factor(weather )+
factor(road_surface )+
factor(week_end_night)+
factor(month),
data = acc.test , family = poisson)
## Logistic Regression
acc_log <- glm(logi_reg_var ~
factor(accident_severity )+
factor(day_of_week)+
factor(time_slot)+
factor(road_type)+
factor(speed_limit )+
factor(junction_detail )+
factor(light_conditions )+
factor(weather )+
factor(road_surface )+
factor(week_end_night)+
factor(month),
data = acc.test , family = binomial)
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## Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
## GWR (Fixed Kernel Method)
# Calculate fixed bandwidth
DM <- gw.dist(dp.locat= coordinates(acc.points ))
bw_fixed <- bw.gwr(number_of_casualties~
accident_severity+
day_of_week+
time_slot+
road_type+
speed_limit+
junction_detail+
light_conditions+
weather+
road_surface+
week_end_night+
month ,
data=acc.points ,
adaptive=FALSE , dMat=DM,
approach="CV", p=2, kernel="gaussian")
# Implement basic GWR
gwr.res <- gwr.basic(number_of_casualties~
accident_severity+
day_of_week+
time_slot+
road_type+
speed_limit+
junction_detail+
light_conditions+
weather+
road_surface+
week_end_night+
month ,
data=acc.points ,
adaptive=FALSE , dMat=DM,
bw=bw_fixed , p=2, kernel="gaussian")
## GWR (Adaptive Kernel Method)
# Calculate adaptive bandwidth
DM <- gw.dist(dp.locat= coordinates(acc.points ))
bw_adapt <- bw.gwr(number_of_casualties~
accident_severity+
day_of_week+
time_slot+
road_type+
speed_limit+
junction_detail+
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light_conditions+
weather+
road_surface+
week_end_night+
month ,
data=acc.points ,
adaptive=TRUE , dMat=DM,
approach="AICc", p=2, kernel="gaussian")
# Implement basic GWR
gwr.res <- gwr.basic(number_of_casualties~
accident_severity+
day_of_week+
time_slot+
road_type+
speed_limit+
junction_detail+
light_conditions+
weather+
road_surface+
week_end_night+
month ,
data=acc.points ,
adaptive=TRUE , dMat=DM,
bw=bw_adapt , p=2, kernel="gaussian")
# Monte Carlo Method
mm.gwr <- gwr.montecarlo(number_of_casualties ~
accident_severity+
day_of_week+
time_slot+
road_type+
speed_limit+
junction_detail+
light_conditions+
weather+
road_surface+
week_end_night+
month ,
data=acc.points ,
adaptive=TRUE ,
bw=bw_adapt , p=2, kernel="gaussian")
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## INLA Model
# Building SPDE mesh
mesh <- inla.mesh.2d(loc = coords , boundary=bg_poly2, max.edge=.1)
mesh$n
plot(mesh)
points(coords , col = "red", cex=0.4)
# SPDE Model
spde <- inla.spde2.matern(mesh , alpha = 2)
str(spde2)
# SPDE Model Index
s.index <- inla.spde.make.index(name="i", n.spde = mesh$n)
str(s.index)
# Projector matrix
A <- inla.spde.make.A(mesh , loc = coords)
str(A)
dim(A)
# Building INLA Stack
stack <- inla.stack(tag="est",
data=list(y=number_of_casualties),
effects=list(c(s.index ,list(m=1)),
list(accident_severity = accident_severity ,
day_of_week = day_of_week ,
time_slot = time_slot ,
road_type = road_type ,
speed_limit = speed_limit ,
junction_detail = junction_detail ,
light_conditions = light_conditions ,
road_surface = road_surface ,
weather = weather ,
week_end_night = Week_end_night ,
month = month ,
rw_date = rw_date)),
A = list(A, 1)
)
dim(inla.stack.A(stack))
# Model with all covariates and temporal and spatial effects
fn_inla <- y ~ -1 +
factor(accident_severity )+
factor(day_of_week)+
factor(time_slot)+
factor(road_type)+
factor(speed_limit)+
factor(junction_detail )+
factor(light_conditions )+
factor(weather )+
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factor(road_surface )+
factor(Week_end_night)+
factor(month) +
f(rw_date , model = "rw1")+
f(i, model = spde)
# INLA Model Fitting
res_inla <- inla( fn_inla ,
data=inla.stack.data(stack),
control.predictor= list(
A = inla.stack.A(stack), compute=T),
family = "gamma", control.compute = list(
config=T, dic=T, cpo=T, waic=T),
keep=FALSE , verbose=TRUE)
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